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ABSTRACT

The dispersion properties of low frequency electrostatic modes in a dusty plasma in the
presence of a static homogeneous magnetic field are examined. It is found that the presence of the
dust particles and the static magnetic field have significant effects on the dispersion relations. For
the parallel propagation the electrostatic mode is slightly modified by the magnetic field for the
ion acoustic branch. A new longitudinal mode arises at the extreme low frequency limit, which
is unaffected by the magnetic field for the parallel propagation. For the transverse propagation
the ion acoustic mode is not affected by the magnetic field. However, the undamped extreme low
frequency mode is significantly modified by the presence of the magnetic field for the propagation
transverse to the direction of the magnetic field.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Dusty plasmas occur in nature in the space environment, viz., earth's ionosphere,

asteroid zones, planetary rings, cometary tailB, intersteller clouds, around proto-

stars, supernova remnants, and are also encountered in many laboratory devices

and plasma processing techniques.1"10 A dusty plasma may be defined as an en-

semble of dust particles immersed in a fully ionized or partially ionized plasma

consisting of electrons, ions, and neutrals. Dusty plasmas usually contain heav-

ily charged (Zs = 103 — 104) dust grains of micron or submicron size and usually

charged negative by photoelectric effects, secondary emission, ultraviolet ray irradi-

ation, and plasma currents, etc.1'"15 These grains are charged to various potentials

depending on grain size, plasma conditions, and grain composition. The presence of

highly charged and massive dust particles of various sizes, distributed randomly in

partially or fully ionized electron-ion plasmas immersed in a homogeneous magnetic

field can have significant influence on the dispertion properties of the plasma.16"19

Further, the presence of static magnetic fields in dusty plasmas is a common

phenomenon and may open a number of new modes in the plasma other than the

natural modes in the unmagnetized plasma. We, therefore, anticipate significant

modifications of the low frequency modes in dusty plasmas in the presence of a. static

magnetic field. In this paper we have made an investigation on the modifications and

existence of new tow frequency electrostatic modes in a magnetized dusty plasma.

In Sec.II we solve the Vlasov equation perturbatively and obtain the distribution

function for a low frequency electrostatic mode in a dusty plasma in the presence

of a homogeneous static magnetic field. In Sec. Ill we obtain the linear dispersion

relations for the low frequency electrostatic modes in the magnetized dusty plasma.

We consider two specific directions of propagation of the low frequency electrostatic

modes with respect to the magnetic field in the frequency limits, (i) kVthi <€ u «£

t, and (ii) ui <£ kVthi- Finally, a brief discussion of the results is given in Sec.IV.

* Permanent address: Department of Physics, Jahangirnagar University, Savar, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
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2 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IN A MAG-
NETIZED DUSTY PLASMA

Let us consider the propagation of a small amplitude low frequency electrostatic

mode (u>, k) in a. homogeneous plasma embedded with massive and highly charged

dust grains in the presence of a static homogeneous magnetic field (B^ || i). The

equilibrium consists of electrons, ions, and charged dust grains, which satisfy the

overall charge neutrality condition

= 0, Q = £, t (1)

where qa,nao and Q,NS are the charge and number density of electrons/ions and

those of the dust particles, respectively. The stationary and randomly oriented

dust particles give rise to an inhomogeneous background electrostatic field which is

characterized by a potential function <f>Q(r_). The average of this potential is given

by Whipple ft al.13

J ^ (^\ 1, (2)

where rD and AD are the average separation and Debye length of the dust particles,

respectively. We consider the situation where r0 3> Ap and e$0/Ta <£ 1; Ta being

the temperature of electrons/ions in units of the Boltzmann constant.

The motion of electrons and ions in the presence of the electrostatic mode in the

magnetized dusty plasma is described by the linear and collisionless Vlasov equation

^ + v.Vf,, + ̂ ^ & •Y,/o + -^£(r,0-2J™,(r)-— VMr)-Vja = 0, (3)at m c m m

where E_(r_,t) is the self-consistent electric field of the electrostatic mode, and mo

and c are the mass of the plasma particle a and the velocity of light in a vacuum,

respectively. Following references'7'2' the space-dependent equilibrium distribution

function faa('!l,v) for the dusty plasma in absence of any mode is given by

/Q0(r. v) = Ca(r)Fail(v), (4)

where

(5)

Pa = <fc»»o ; = - + = -

the symbols || and X indicate quantities parallel and perpendicular to the static

magnetic field B^, and Vtfto||,thQx = (2To||iOj_/m<,)1''2. The static magnetic field has

the effect of changing the temperature of the equilibrium dusty plasma along and

perpendicular to the magnetic field.31 In Eq.(5) the random statistical function cr(r)

is defined by

(J- + Y) «<•«£) = ̂ {L) (6)

and is characterized by a correlation function

where the brackets <> denote ensemble average.23 The spectral density of the cor-

relations is given by

S(k) = (l/2x)3 JB(r)exp(ik-r)dr,

so that

(8)

(9)

where <j{q) is the Fourier transform of er(r).

Since the background equilibrium of the plasma is modified by the inhomoge-

neous space-dependent dust field ^»(r), the perturbed distribution function which

is a solution of Eq.(3) and the perturbed electric field of the mode can be written as

(10)

(11)

E ( t , i ) = I * ( E ) e x p H f w T - - k - r ) ] ,

L , 2 , t ) = f a k ( r ) c x p [ - t ( w r - k - r } ] ,

where the amplitude /Q t and E^ are functions of r, and the other variables are de-

fined in the reference.35 Now, we assume that the gradients in the field and density



are weak, such that, Vrtc/riak < 1. Thus, using the local approximation

where

X = (13)

Y = Ev(r_)-

Z = E,{r)
dFoc

dFao 8FO

and J| = Ji(k±V]_/uca) is the ordinary Bessel function of order I of the first kind.

Taking the usual Laplace-Fourier transforms we obtain

This is the solution of Eq.{3) without the last perturbation term due to the dusts.

Using this solution and taking the last term in Eq.(3) as a perturbation we obtain

the distribution function for the electrostatic mode in the magnetized dusty plasma

/«(£•«) =

J. ( (~ fe)lPl) exp;,^ - 0 ]̂CB(fc - fa - fa). (15)

The dust efTert is contained explicitly in the second term of Eq.(15).

3 DISPERSION RELATIONS OF ELECTRO-
STATIC MODES

Integrating Eq.(15) by parts over the velocity space, we obtain the perturbed plasma

density due to the electrostatic mode as

maTa^fj
tl,I

) f dv-—, ,,, "4'" 4 ' ( i ' w )

(16)

where we have retained terms upto the order of n\ and the following ensemble

averages have been employed.17

a{k) >= = 6(k),

(17)

Using the relation ^n /o
2 'd^7 rJjexp[i(n ~~ l)4>] = 2JTJ,2, considering the isotropic

nature of the equilibrium distribution (dFao/dv^ = dFaojdv\), and assuming, with-

out loss of generality, that the propagation vector of the electrostatic mode lies in

the XZ-plane, we simplify Eq.(16) as

[-2in<,o(fa/i(6o)exp(-6a)(l - 2/iaiM]{4 + '
x Z

- luica\ ~l

'- ,(18)

where /(is the fth order modified Bessel function of the first kind and ba = k\ V?lia±/iJjla

Using Poisson'a equation the dielectric function of the dusty plasma in the pres-

ence of static magnetic field and corresponding to an electrostatic mode is given

by

e(k,w) = 1 - ^ 4 T , a n . ( 4 , w ) / i ! f (19)
a

We now solve Eq.(19) for two specific direction of propagation of the longitudinal

mode along and perpendicular to the static magnetic field for two specific frequency

regimes : (A) kVthi •£ w <! kVthe , and (B) ui •< kVthi. In these situations we assume

a model Gaussian distribution for the correlation function23

a/?2), (20)

where q0 is the correlation length for the static dust grains in the plasma.
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A. ION ACOUSTIC LIMIT : fcVt/u < w <

i) PARALLEL PROPAGATION

In this caso we have lcn = k and k± = 0. Evaluating the integrals in Eq.(18)

we obtain the dielectric function for the ion acoustic range of frequencies (&V(A,|| <£

•£>(

whore Ao, = T"a/47rnaa^.

For maximum contribution we take / = 0 and solve tT — 0, where er is the real

part of e{ui, fc) and obtain

to/nm)

- 2 ^ + 1 ^ (22)

Thus, we notice that the ion acoustic mode is modified by the dust electrostatic

potential and the nonneut rality of the dusty plasma. However, it is unaffected by

the magnetic field for the parallel propagation of the mode along the magnetic field

as is evident in the usual dust-free magnetized plasma. The linear damping rate of

this mode can be obtained from

(23)

The linear damping rate of this ion acoustic mode in the magnetized dusty plasma

depends on the magnetic field.

t mwwn

ii) PERPENDICULAR PROPAGATION

In this case we take k± — k and iy = 0. Evaluating the integrals in Eqs.(18) we

obtain

6 t)exp(-6 t)£ S [(1 - 2y.t + l/1;)fu>M/|

(24)

where ba = k±V,\o±/<*>*„ and u}cc > fcxKfteJ.-

Since the factor (w — lwca) enters into the denominator we retain terms only for

/ = -f-1, which gives the maximum contribution to the dielectric function. Again,

as wce 3> kj_Vt/tc± and u> <£ &Vtde the ion contribution to e will be greater than

that due to electrons for the ion acoustic range of frequencies. Thus, we obtain the

dispersion relation for the ion acoustic mode propagating transverse to the direction

of the static magnetic field as

'«}<>Wtli±- (25)

which is independent of the magnetic field.

B. EXTREME LOW FREQUENCY LIMIT : u> « kV,Hi

i) PARALLEL PROPAGATION

In this case we have fc|| = k and k± = 0- Using the condition u> <£ kVthi <S. kVthc

we obtain the dielectric function for the low frequency electrostatic mode as

- 2fie + \til 1 - 2/i, + }fi?

(k/qo)Z(k/qo))
//(0). (26)

Considering contribution to i from I = 0,+1,—1, and solving tT — 0 we finally

obtain

w ~ /I^VM/2. (27)

This is a new mode in the dusty plasma having frequency much less than the usual

ion acoustic branch. We recover this low frequency mode20 in the presence of the



magnetic field in the dusty plasma. However, this Sow frequency mode is also inde-

pendent of the magnetic field for its propagation parallel to the magnetic field.

The damping rate of this ultralow frequency mode is given by

1L ~ lr^ v^r)exp" Vkvz1)
ImZ I — ,exp

where Im indicates imaginery part of the quantity followed,

ii)) PERPENDICULAR PROPAGATION

In this case k\\ = 0, k± = k. Using the condition uca > fciV^x the dielectric

function reduces to

k)

Solving f = 0 we obtain the dispersion relation of the low frequency electrostatic

mode propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field as

(29)

However, for wra <£. kVtha, the dielectric function in this case (w <£ feVj/w) reduces

to

(30)

Solving e = 0 for / = +1 only we obtain

= « „ • ! (31)

Equations (30) and (32) represent the dispersion relations of the extreme low fre-

quency mode propagating transverse to the magnetic field for two specific limits of

0

and ujca <C kVtlla, respectively. They may be called the first electro-

static ion Bernstein modes in the dusty plasma. These are no imaginery parts of

the dielectric functions and consequently, the damping of these electrostatic modes

propagating transverse to the magnetic field vanish giving rise to the existence of

normal modes of the plasma.

4 DISCUSSION

We have investigated the longitudinal electrostatic modes in a dusty plasma in the

presence of a homogeneous static magnetic field. Two specific directions of propaga-

tion of the electrostatic modes with respect to the magnetic field have been consid-

ered. For the ion acoustic range of frequencies the electrostatic mode, Eq.(22) prop-

agating along the magnetic field is slightly modified - the major modification comes

from the equilibrium charge imbalance condition between ions and electrons as is

commonly encountered in the multispecies plasmas. For the perpendicular propaga-

tion the ion acoustic mode is unaffected by the magnetic field and for LJCC 3> k^Vihei.

the mode is excited due to the thermal motion of ions in the static background

of the dust particles (Eq.(25)). There is no damping of the ion acoustic mode for

transverse propagation similar to the electrostatic ion Berstein mode in the usual

hot plasma. In the extreme low frequency limit ui <; kVtsi we recover the new

electrostatic mode, (Eq.(27)) in the dusty plasma, arising from the motion of ions

in the dust background. For transverse propagation this ultralow frequency mode

is significantly affected by the presence of the magnetic field [Eqs.(30, 32)]. The

damping of this mode also vanishes for the transverse propagation similar to the ion

Bernstein mode in the usual plasma.
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